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Easy DIY High Low Circle Skirt Pattern Tutorial | Step-by-Step Guide 

Welcome to Lingels Fashion Designs! Today, we're excited to share a simple and beginner-friendly 

tutorial on creating your own high low circle skirt pattern. Follow along as we guide you through each 

step, ensuring a stylish and trendy outcome. 

Step 1: Folding the Pattern Paper 

To start, take your pattern paper and fold it twice. This will create four sections, allowing us to efficiently 

draft our skirt pattern. 
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Step 2: Marking the Waist Radius 

Calculate your waist circumference and divide it by six to determine the radius. For example, if your 

waist is 30 inches, your radius will be 5 inches. Using a measuring tape, mark this radius on the folded 

paper and connect the dots to form the waistline. 

  

Calculate waist radius Mark the radius  

  

Connect the dots with curved ruler A Waistline is formed from connected dots 
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Step 3: Determining the Skirt Length 

Decide on the desired length for the back of your skirt. Rotate the measuring tape around the waistline, 

marking the length accordingly by connecting the points to outline the skirt shape. 

  

Determine full skirt length Join marked points with curved ruler 

 

Step 4: Cutting the Pattern 

Carefully cut along the marked lines with scissors. When unfolded, you'll see the circular shape of your 

skirt pattern taking form. 
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Step 5: Identifying the Front and Back 

Label one half of the circle as the back and the other half as the front. This will help you differentiate 

between the two when sewing the skirt. 

  

Unfold the cut and open to identify back and front The fold showing one part marked Back 

 

Step 6: Creating the High Low Effect 

For the high low effect, trim the front of the skirt shorter than the back. Measure one inch down from 

the center front and mark it. From there, measure outwards to create an even line on both sides. Use 

scissors to trim along the marked line, gradually angling downwards to achieve the desired effect. 

  

Cut from 1-inch mark (position of left thumb) Desired shape achieved after the cutting  
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Step 7: Finishing Touches 

Once you're satisfied with the length difference between the front and back, your high low circle skirt 

pattern is complete and ready to use! Feel free to customize it further to suit your style preferences. 

 

 

 

High low skirt pattern  Desired shape achieved after the cutting  

 

Conclusion 

We hope you found this tutorial helpful in creating your own high low circle skirt pattern. For more 

sewing and pattern drafting inspiration, be sure to check out our blog 

https://www.lingelsfashiondesigns.com/blog/. 
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